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Awnings & Canopies 

We supply and fit all 
types of blinds 

 
Huge choice of samples in our showroom 

 
Free measuring service 

 
We only provide the finest quality blinds 

enabling us to offer you a 
 5 year warranty 
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trading at this address since 1956 
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STEVEN HAWKINS PLUMBING & HEATING LTD.

Bathrooms, Heating Systems, Radiators, Boiler Servicing and 
Repairs, General Plumbing, Boiler Changes, Cylinder Replacements

FREE ESTIMATES
CITY AND GUILDS & CORGI REGISTERED

TEL: 01732 863183
MOBILE: 07980 607491

Paints • Wood Treatments 

Wallpapers • Fabrics • Blinds

Ladders & Steps

Brushes & Rollers

Everything decorating

A  F A M I LY  B U S I N E S S  W I T H  
O V E R  1 3 0  B R A N C H E S

27-33 Brighton Road   REDHILL RH1 6PF    
Tel 01737 764242  redhill@brewers.co.uk

FREE DELIVERY SERVICE

PATTERN BOOKS ON FREE LOAN

AMPLE FREE PARKING
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Editorial

Were you frightened half to death by that  one extraordinary bolt of 
lightning and clap of thunder right over Limpsfield Chart  in February? The 
lightning knocked out  electricity supplies and internet  connections from a 
number of houses. But  far worse, it killed three horses! It seems the 
lightning struck a Giant Redwood tree and earthed down the central column 
of sap, shattering the tree and flinging bits of it  far and wide. The three 
horses were struck by the flying debris. Two died instantly, and one had to 
be put down later. Our sympathies are with the owners.  

The Chart News

What  do you think of the Chart Newsletter?  It  is your magazine, the 
village’s magazine.  You write it, you distribute it  and, I hope, you read it.  
Occasionally people say nice things about it but I have to admit  in all the 
years I have been an editor we have never had a letter from ’outraged of 
The Chart’!  We know we are a small magazine, 550 houses across the 
Chart (and we pushed the boundaries across to Grub Street  and all the way 
down Grants Lane).  Our job is to cover all the news of what is happening 
on the Chart  from the Cricket Club results to potholes on Kent Hatch Road, 
from what the Task Force is doing in our woods to the next Chart Singers 
concert.  If there is anything going on, if anything planned, we want to 
report it.  But we are also interested in local interviews, book reviews, 
funny stories, poems.  We hope we talk to everyone over their garden 
fence. But it is easy to become complacent.  Are we perhaps a bit staid?  

For the summer issue we are planning to have a colour cover, and a new 
look inside.  We hope this will encourage everyone to read it.  We have no 
ambition to be Hello magazine, but we hope you will like it.  Let us know 
what you think. The Chart  News is proud to be independent.  We distribute 
the magazine free to every house on the Chart  because we cover our 
printing costs from our advertising revenue – just.  Any change, any 
improvement has to pay for itself.  We hope our next step will do just that.

An Editor
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Eostre, Goddess of Dawn and Spring and from whom the word Easter was 
derived, was worshipped by the Saxons.  A month long festival celebrated 
the arrival of spring and sweet  buns were made as offerings to the 
Goddess.  The simple cross represented the four phases of the moon.  This 
pagan symbol (and many others) was banned as Christianity took hold in 
Britain and in 782AD some of these pagan Easter rites were given a 
Christian slant.  This was more effective than banning the rites altogether.  
The meaning of the cross on the bun was thus seen as representing the 
cross on which Christ was crucified.

The recipe below is courtesy of Richard Bertinet and makes twenty hot 
cross buns, but I have made two loaves from the same ingredients.  As a 
family, we prefer slicing the loaf and toasting it rather than the bun 
approach.

I’ve added finely chopped crystallised ginger or tiny chunks of marzipan 
as well as the usual fruit and chopped peel.  The key to this particular 
recipe is kneading the dough before the fruit is incorporated.  Remember 
though, sweetened dough takes longer to rise.

It’s Easter - so let’s 
make some 
Hot Cross Buns!
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For the cross paste
100g plus 2 tbsp plain flour
A pinch of salt
1 tsp vegetable oil

For the rum sugar syrup glaze
100g sugar
100ml water
2tbsp dark rum

First make the cross paste.  Sift the flour into a bowl, add the salt  and oil, 
then add 4 tbsp water a little at a time to form a paste that  can be piped.  
Set aside until required.
To make the buns, put the mixed spice, mixed peel and currants or sultanas 
into a bowl and set aside.  Tip the milk and 1 egg into a mixer with the 
dough hook attached, add the butter, flour, sugar, yeast  and salt  and mix on 
slow speed for 5 minutes, until the mixture forms a dough.  Increase the 
speed to medium for 6-8 minutes, or until the dough comes cleanly away 
from the sides of the bowl, add the spice and fruit mix on a slow speed for 
1-2 minutes.
Turn the dough out  on to a worktop and form it  into a ball.  Put it back into 
the mixing bowl, cover with a clean cloth and leave it to rest in a draught-
free place for an hour.
When the dough has risen and nearly doubled in size, carefully tip it out on 
to your work surface and divide it  into satsuma size balls.  Roll each piece 
into a tight  ball and place them on a buttered baking tray, close to each 
other.
Make an egg wash by beating the remaining 2 eggs with a pinch of salt.  
Brush each bun with a little egg wash and place in a warm place for about 
1 ½ hours, until risen.
Preheat  a fan oven to 190C/375F/gas 4.  If you don’t have a fan oven, 
adjust the temperature according to your oven manufacturer’s instructions.  
Brush the buns again with the egg wash and pipe a cross on top of each 
one, using the cross paste.  Bake in the oven for 18-20 minutes.  Remove 
the buns from the oven and transfer them to wire racks to cool.
For the rum sugar syrup glaze, mix the sugar and 100ml of water in a small 
saucepan.  Bring to the boil for 4 minutes, add the rum.  Brush over the top 
of the cooled buns. Serve immediately, or store in an airtight container for 
up to three days.  Alternatively freeze and defrost at room temperature.

Cathy Wardlaw

For the buns
½ tsp mixed spice
80g mixed peel
180g currants or sultanas
250ml full-fat milk
3 large eggs
60g unsalted butter, diced
500g strong bread flour
2 tbsp caster sugar
20g fresh yeast
¼ tsp salt
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The Titsey Estate was founded by Sir John Gresham, a successful City 
merchant and Lord Mayor of London. Sir John bought land at Titsey 
and Woldingham from the Uvedale family in 1534. The estate was 
substantially  increased by a series of further land acquisitions, 
including the parish of Limpsfield, bought  from the Crown following 
the dissolution of the monasteries.

When Sir John died in 1556 he left a substantial estate including 11 
manors and 9 rectories, estimated at about 15,000 acres. Over the 
following generations the fortunes of the family  and estate varied with 
the times and according to the prudence or profligacy of the family 
members. One low point came with the English Civil War, as the 
Gresham family were royalists and Titsey  Place was occupied for a 
time by the Cromwellian army.

TITSEY PLACE
Guy Innes explains how this 
remarkable estate came under his 
control
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Another low point came under the ownership of the extravagant Sir 
Marmaduke Gresham (1700 – 1741) during whose tenure the greater 
part of the estate had to be sold off. Sir Marmaduke was succeeded 
by his second son, Sir John Gresham who bought back much of the 
estate following a judicious marriage and a major inheritance from a 
cousin. Sir John and his wife only had one child, Katherine Maria.

It was her marriage to William Leveson Gower in 1804 that brought 
the estate into the ownership of this distinguished family. Katherine 
Maria’s great grandson, Charlie, and his wife, Evelyn Brassey, were 
great friends of my grandfather, Archie Innes. My grandfather, who 
had married my grandmother when in his 50s, always knew that he 
was likely to die leaving a young family. Therefore, with the 
agreement of the Leveson Gowers, he appointed Charlie and 
Evelyn’s son, Tom, as one of two guardians to his children in his will. 
When my grandfather died in 1948, Tom took up his role as guardian 
to my father and his siblings.

Charlie and Evelyn had four sons and must have felt confident that 
the estate would carry on down the family  line. However disaster 
struck in 1917 when their second son, Ronald, was killed in action. 
The rather terse telegram from the War Office informing the family 
of his death, similar to those that were received by so many families 
across the country, is on display to the public at Titsey Place. Their 
eldest son, Richard, despite being the most unmilitary character you 
could imagine, also served as an officer in the Grenadier Guards 
throughout WWI. The two younger brothers were too young to join 
up.

None of the three remaining brothers ever married and my father was 
told at an early age that he would inherit  the estate. There was no 
formal arrangement in place until the youngest brother, Major Alan, 
died suddenly at the age of 63 in 1974. At that point  my father was 
told that he was the appointed heir and asked what he was going to 
do about it!

After consulting with lawyers and looking at the various options 
available my father recommended that Titsey Place and the core of 
the estate be placed in a charitable foundation. This would require the 
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approval of the Charity  Commission and the Treasury. The Charity 
Commission and the Treasury  therefore set up a committee to advise 
them on this, chaired by Dame Jennifer Jenkins. The committee 
recommended that  the offer should be accepted, not because of the 
house itself (whose architecture was described as ‘marginal’), but 
because of its setting. Indeed visitors to the house and gardens can see 
that the setting is magnificent, nestling at the base of the North Downs 
and looking out over parkland.

I have been visiting Titsey Place all my life. I am first recorded in the 
visitors’ book in 1958, although the entry had to be made for me by 
my mother. Being accustomed to it, I always thought of the household 
as being entirely  normal, but it must have been seen as rather 
eccentric by most visitors. The three bachelor brothers were all strong, 
but very different, characters. Major Richard, who I knew as “Uncle 
Dick”, was quiet  and scholarly  with a great interest  in a wide range of 
subjects, particularly historical and relating to the railways; he could 
always remember my  birthday  because it was the date that the 
Southern Region of British Rail published its timetables. Mr Thomas 
(“Uncle Tom”) was the more worldly  of the three and ran the estate 
having had a successful career in the City. Major Alan (“Uncle A. J.”) 
ran the home farm and the shoot  and was the more rumbustious of the 
three. Major Alan had a small terrier called Boy who was always 
getting lost and I remember him going round the house shouting 
“Boy! Boy!”. My memories of the house are of it always being full of 
energy and good cheer and visiting Titsey was something that I would 
always look forward to.

Titsey  Place itself is built  around an original Tudor core. Most of this 
old house was knocked down and rebuilt as a new Georgian red brick 
house in the 1770s. There were numerous modifications to this house, 
but the next substantial change was in about 1830 when porches, bay 
windows and battlements were added and the house rendered in 
cement. In 1856 the tower was added.

Titsey  Place is currently  open to the public every  Wednesday and 
Saturday  afternoon from mid-May to the end of September with three 
guided tours per day. The gardens are also open on those days plus on 
Sunday afternoons over the same period. Visitors can see the 
beautifully proportioned Georgian rooms with a very distinguished set 
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of family portraits, a magnificent  set of four Canaletto paintings of 
Venice and other paintings, clocks, porcelain and books of 
considerable interest.

Visitors to the gardens can enjoy the setting of the house which so 
impressed the Treasury, the lovely walk around the lake and also the 
spectacular walled kitchen garden. The walled garden was 
completely revived and remodelled by my parents when they took 
over the estate in 1992 and is now one of the finest such gardens in 
South East England.

At the end of the visit there are tea rooms in the old farm buildings 
where refreshments are served, including home baked cakes and ice 
cream for hot days.

Guy Innes

The Queen Elizabeth II Rose Garden at Titsey, completed in 2002,
 in celebration of the Golden Jubilee.   Photograph by Ian Capper.
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alex jones 
funeral directors & monumental masons 

 

Renowned Caring Service  
Offering Day & Night Attention 

A TOTALLY INDEPENDENT FAMILY CONCERN 

Home Visits Available 
Pre-paid Funeral Plans 

Beautiful Private Chapels of Rest 
Monumental Masonry 

 

OXTED 01883 730383 
92 Station Road East | Oxted 

Surrey | RH8 0QA 

 

LINGFIELD 01342 832534 
1 East Grinstead Road | Lingfield  

Surrey | RH7 6EP 

EDENBRIDGE 01732 860047 
29-31 High Street | Edenbridge 

Kent | TN8 5AD 

FOREST ROW 01342 822399 
1 Ashdown Court | Lewes Road | Forest Row  

East Sussex | RH18 5EZ 

www.alexjonesfuneraldirectors.co.uk 
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Furzedown, a lost Hospital
One hundred years ago it’s very likely that there were soldiers on the 
Chart. They were probably exercising, but  not  in the way you might 
think. They may even have found themselves in the Carpenters Arms, 
too.

Furzedown Auxiliary Hospital, in Grub Street, had opened its doors in 
October 1914. Initially under the Aldershot area Army command, this 
former private residence provided 20 convalescent  beds. It had been 
equipped and staffed by the Surrey/62 Voluntary Aid Detachment 
(V.A.D.).  A Comfort Fund for the servicemen was started at  the same 
time.

In 1915 Furzedown was transferred to London area Command and was 
affiliated to Charing Cross Hospital.  Patients were encouraged gradually 
to do work in the garden and house. In 1917 the Governors of Charing 
Cross Hospital decided they could no longer run the auxiliary hospitals at 
Binefield (in Hurst  Green) and Furzedown.  Furzedown closed in 
November 1917.  I have no information about the full number of soldiers 
cared for between 1914 and 1917, but  some 168 received treatment 
during the months January - November 1917.

After thorough cleaning the Hospital reopened on 22nd November 1917 
with 21 beds.  It  was one of a number of similar establishments affiliated 
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to the Croydon War Hospital. Furzedown finally closed in 1918 towards the 
end of the war, when it was decided that  the Croydon War Hospital no 
longer needed auxiliary beds.

I first  read about  Furzedown, now again a private residence, when I saw a 
picture of patients in the garden of a convalescent  hospital located 
somewhere in Limpsfield. A quick house name search (it  has kept its name 
to this day) and a subsequent stroll along Grub Street confirmed its location. 

Perhaps someone living on the Chart had a relative who was a VAD and by 
the end of the war 90,000 VADs were serving nationally. If so they may 
have worked at Furzedown. 

David Claridge

 

* Reasonable rates
* References supplied
* Fully insured
* Well established local business
   for over 15 years
*One or two visits a day

Sherida Haley - 01883 724 770
                     or  0777 316 5081

www.catsittingoxted.co.uk

Home-Sweet-Home
Premier

Cat Sitting Service
BOOK NOW FOR YOUR 
EASTER BREAK

This is YOUR magazine. Please do get in touch if you have 
anything you want to write about, boast about, complain 
about, comment about, or simply say! Contact  Neil Mackay, 
on 01883 723231 or by email: mackay717@btinternet.com
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Osteopathy  l  Physiotherapy  l Hydrotherapy  l Massage

Chiropody  l Reflexology  l  Acupuncture  l Hypnotherapy
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Alexander Technique  l  Nutrition  l  ‘Hear Here’  l Yoga & Pilates
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www.ingledale-centre.co.uk

Ingledale Natural Health Centre
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Hidden away amongst  the trees in Mill Lane on the southern edge of Hurst 
Green, stands Moor House School & College, an educational if not  an 
architectural gem. Not well known by Oxted & Limpsfield residents, Moor 
House (a registered charity) was founded in 1947 by an eminent 
neurologist Dr Worster-Drought and a speech therapist Mrs Hudson-Smith 
and was the first  school in the UK to cater for the special educational needs 
of children with severe speech and language difficulties usually described 
as “specific language impairment” (SLI). It  is now one of the top two or 
three establishments in the country catering specifically for SLI. 

Originally all students boarded but  Moor House has been changing 
significantly recently; in 2011 it  opened its doors to day, as well as 
residential, students and in 2012 a Sixth Form College was opened 
(previously Moor House only offered education up to age 16). The Royal 

Moor House - a
very special place
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Family’s awareness of speech and language problems has led to a close 
interest in Moor House, initially through the late Queen Mother and now 
with HRH The Countess of Wessex who followed her as Moor House’s 
active Royal Patron.

Students are funded by their local education authorities and mainly come 
from the south and east  of England. Six years ago there were 75 students; 
now there are over 120 with numbers expected to grow further over the 
next  few years.  This expansion is inevitably creating pressure for extra 
funds and resources, and Moor House is currently building new residential 
student accommodation. 

Every case of specific language impairment is different  and is often 
accompanied by other difficulties such as epilepsy, autism, Asperger’s, 
dyslexia and dyspraxia. It is estimated that some 7% of children in the UK 
have some form of SLI; it is far more common than autism and at  least as 
common as dyslexia. The disability seriously affects many thousands of 
families, but  often remains hidden with long term consequences that are 
both social and economic.  (It  is interesting to note that 33% of the UK 
prison population cannot  read and write; could some of these have 
undiagnosed SLI?)  Despite being of normal cognitive ability, without 
receiving specialist help, an SLI child would under-achieve, have poor 
employment prospects and become a burden to Social Services. 

The students at Moor House have severe SLI and despite their eagerness to 
learn, these difficulties can severely affect understanding of lessons in the 
classroom, development  of literacy, of building friendships, as well as 
communication within the family,  and not surprisingly, the child’s self-
esteem. 

The student may arrive unable to communicate much at all, feeling 
insecure and unhappy. At Moor House they meet  other youngsters like 
themselves and the first  thing they tell us is that they have made friends. 
Over the next few years a large team of speech and language therapists 
work with pupils on special communication skills and strategies to 
overcome their difficulties and an occupational therapy team work on 
movement skills and aspects of perception. Moor House students are given 
specialised teaching in small classes and are supported to gain 
qualifications. Teachers, therapists and care staff work together to develop 
strengths and to nurture talents, be they academic, athletic, artistic or 
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musical and to empower the students to believe in themselves and find 
their own voice.  Some will achieve GCSEs and other qualifications, and a 
few will go on to University. Most  will have successfully developed special 
strategies to overcome their SLI and to be able to communicate and interact 
with friends and others.  Ofsted has judged the school as “Outstanding” for 
the last 5 years! 

You may meet  Moor House students out on local assignments practising 
their communication skills in shops or using local transport; Moor House is 
lucky to have some local work experience placements too (but  further 
offers gratefully received!). 

Language impairment  is a hidden condition with wide ranging impacts, and 
the Moor House team is enthusiastic about  helping the community 
understand more about  it  and about  the school and college. With the 
assistance of visiting academics, pioneering work and research takes place 
at  the School in many areas of speech and language therapy and in teaching 
methods. 

The school is always happy to arrange for someone to come and talk about 
the work of Moor House with local groups and is always looking for 
volunteers to help whether directly with the students or as Trustees/
Governors so do make contact if you are interested. 

Andrew Dick  (Chairman of the Trsutees)
Yo u c a n f i n d o u t m o r e o n t h e M o o r H o u s e w e b s i t e 
www.moorhouseschool.co.uk , and you might like to look at a the RALLI 
(Raise Awareness of Language Learning Impairments) campaign on 
youtube with which Moor House has collaborated - twww.youtube.com/
rallicampaign. There is a series of films which include interviews with 
academics, parents and students, some of whom were educated at Moor 
House.   

Moor House  - educationally if not architecturally  brilliant

http://www.moorhouseschool.co.uk
http://www.moorhouseschool.co.uk
http://www.youtube.com/rallicampaign
http://www.youtube.com/rallicampaign
http://www.youtube.com/rallicampaign
http://www.youtube.com/rallicampaign
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“Our daughters buzz with enthusiasm about school. They talk 

about how lungs inflate, about seed dispersal, about healthy 
eating, secret art projects and highwaymen. They talk about 
maths posters, cooking and the Battle of  Hastings. This week 
we had cardboard cones in our ears showing how larger ears 

could improve our hearing! It is an absolute joy to see them 
enjoying themselves and learning so much.”

Hazelwood Parent

www.hazelwoodschool.co.uk. Contact Nick Tappin on 01883 733841
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LIMPSFIELD            
CHART IN 
      HISTORY

The Old Wind Mill 

Beryl  Withers was well 
known for the illustrated 
talks she gave on the history 
of Limpsfield Chart. The 
first  of these was delivered 
in Sep tember 1976 to 
c e l e b r a t e t h e 8 0 t h 
anniversary of St. Andrew’s 
Church. 

Beryl came to live on the Chart in 1953 and, as a keen amateur historian, 
became very interested in researching the history of the area. For her first 
talk in 1976 she also collected from local people a wide range of 
photographs, maps, prints and other artefacts to illustrate the talk, while 
sound recordings of particular reminiscences were also played and kept. In 
the mid-1990s, by which time she had stopped giving the talks, Jean Keen 
persuaded her to prepare a script  for publication which, together with many 
of the illustrations and recordings, has been put on a CD ROM. A new 
edition of this has just been produced by Nick Withers, Beryl’s son, and can 
be obtained from Stuart Kirkwood (mail@jstuartkirkwood.fsnet.co.uk) in 
return for a donation of £15 to St. Andrew’s Church.

The text of the talk is punctuated by pictures and sound recordings, but, even 
without  these, it  reads as a fascinating summary of the area from prehistoric 
times to the 1980s. ‘Chart’ is found in many places along the Greensand 
Ridge, and derives from the Anglo-Saxon word ‘ceart’ or ‘cert’, descriptive 

Tenchleys 

mailto:mail@jstuartkirkwood.fsnet.co.uk
mailto:mail@jstuartkirkwood.fsnet.co.uk
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of the light woodland and heath characteristic of the ridge. The Romans, 
Jutes and Normans all left their marks on the area, and there was a vigorous 
pottery industry in the fourteenth century. The grant of the Manor of 
Limpsfield to Sir John Gresham of Titsey in the mid-sixteenth century is 
also a notable landmark in the history of the area. Beryl Withers traces the 
history of many historic houses, including the Salt  Box, Lombarden Farm 
and Trevereux, and the narrative weaves effortlessly through the Golf Club, 
the Chart Post  Office of Miss Steer and Miss Burley and, of course, the 
splendid Windmill. An estate agent’s notice of 1831 advertises its splendid 
features, its four left-hand sails making it the only clockwise mill in Surrey.

Closer to the present day we learn of all the important  literary and political 
folk who lived on the Chart. There were the Fabians like Sydney Olivier 
and Edward and Marjory Pease; and literati like the Garnetts in ‘The 
Cearne’ whose visitors included Joseph Conrad, Stephen Crane, D H 
Lawrence and H G Wells. Their world vanished in the Great War, whose 
impact  profoundly affected many local families, while 1939 brought fresh 
dislocation and danger. From such intrusions it is a relief to move on to 
more timeless matters such as the evocative memories recaptured of the 
fields and woods of the Chart, the noise of the threshing machines and the 
recordings of birdsong found in Chart woods.

The clarity and variety of the presentation makes it  an excellent evening’s 
reading, looking and listening. Here, within a mile or so of the noise of the 
M25 and the overhead intrusion of aircraft, an historic community 
developed over more than two centuries. It is humbling to reflect on how 
fleeting a moment is our own stay in this wonderful landscape, which 
others have passed on to us and which it  is our duty to preserve for future 
generations as yet  unborn. We all owe Beryl Withers an enormous debt  for 
helping us realise how privileged we are to live in such a beautiful place so 
full of history.

David Walsh

History is not what you thought. It’s what you 
can remember.

                             1066 and All That (1930)
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Call	John	Mulley
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1 Tanhouse Road, Old Oxted RH8 9PE
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I was fortunate enough to get  my first job after university working for the 
multinational company Unilever and even more fortunate to end up being 
placed at  Walls Ice Cream for my first  role.  I inherited Wobbly Wobbly 
(don’t  ask) and decided that exploding ice creams were going to be big.  
What  I discovered quite quickly was that three tons of popping candy is in 
itself quite big and difficult to shift when your new invention Big Bang 
doesn’t quite live up to is name in sales.

Despite my slightly tricky start I ended up looking after brands like 
Cornetto and Magnum.  With that  came lots more pressure, a nice sports 
car and a reasonable amount of disposable income that I never seemed to 
have time to dispose of!  Everything was going swimmingly but underneath 
I could not help thinking about the direction I was going towards.

At the same time as pondering this question I was getting more fulfilment 
outside of work.  My local church decided I would be good at  leading 
youth work.  Every week I was spending time with people who I could help 
and actually, and quite surprisingly, could help me.  As the sand dropped 
out of my fulfilment  at  work, it correspondingly increased in what I was 

Magnum to  
Manila
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doing at Church.  One of my colleagues said that he was giving up his job 
to go and work in an orphanage near Manila.  This sounded crazy but then 
my Church started to get involved with a slum feeding and educational 
programme in Cebu, an island to the south of Manila, and I was offered the 
chance go myself.  It was agreed with the company that  I would work for 
another year, and then they would give me two years off with my job back 
at the end of it.

Roll forward 12 months and I was celebrating my 30th birthday in the 
orphanage that my friend at  Walls had stayed at.  I had decided to split  my 
time between this and the project that was being run on Cebu Island.  The 
kids at the orphanage were just  amazing, they had so much fun and Pastor 
Abbey who ran the place was just unbelievable.  He had set up this 
orphanage in a converted bus shelter.  Pastor Abbey had so much belief in 
me that I realised an important life lesson.  We are all so much more 

capable of doing extraordinary things than we realise, we just  need 
someone to believe in us and freedom to try.

One memorable example of this occurred on the first Sunday I was there.  
Pastor Abbey asked me to prepare a message for the church, which was 
also held in the bus shelter.  I was very apprehensive about the whole 

Some of the children that Giles met 
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affair.  He broke the ice by introducing me in a very serious voice “We are 
very honoured to have Giles from England speaking to us today.  He is a 
very good man   … especially when he is asleep.”  That  got a laugh and I 
was off!  Maybe I could do this stuff, it  wasn’t  so different  from doing a 
presentation at  work was it?  Pastor Abbey then said that we were going to 
speak on the local radio station.  How many people did it broadcast to – oh 
about ¾ of a million!

Reluctantly I moved on from the orphanage to spend time in Cebu.  Again 
there were many memorable moments.  High on the list were the feeding 
programmes developed for the children in the outlying villages.  All it  took 
was a very large bag of rice, a smaller bag of sugar and a giant  cauldron 
which was heated over an open fire.  The cauldron was put  on a flat-bed 
truck wedged with tree stumps and after half an hour of bumpy roads we 
arrived in the middle of a shanty village.  Children were used to us coming 
and soon a ragged queue of 90 to 100 little people formed.  Each was 
carrying some kind of receptacle to put the rice in, varying from empty 
cans to plastic potties.  These were happy smiling children aged 3 to 10, 
older children carrying their siblings.

They all loved to sing and so we would have a bible story before we 
started to share the food out.   Jonah the Whale was a favourite.  The whale 
was made out of old cardboard boxes.  The unfortunate Jonah was then 
selected; the most impish 4/5 year old usually got the role.

It  was a life changing two years and all for the better.  I was the one who 
came away enriched and I am still in contact with the people I met and my 
church is still supporting the work in the slums.

Giles Pearman

New Year’s Honours on Limpsfield Chart

We are delighted to record the receipt of two honours connected to the 
Chart.

CBE to Nicola Shaw, C.E.O. of Highspeed1, and daughter of Caroline and 
Stephen Shaw of Guildables Lane, for services to transport.

OBE to Lady Annabel Stilgoe of Trevereux Manor for charitable services.
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Chart events

The Chart Singers celebrate their 4th birthday.  Are you fed up with 
winter blues?  It’s spring so join our friendly choir.  We meet  every 
Tuesday in term time from 7.30-9.30 pm at Crockham Hill School hall.  
You do not have to read music and no auditions required.  Just come along 
and have your first  session free.  We sing all sorts of music, shows, pop, 
classical.  We organise outings too.  Do join us.  All enquiries to Julie 
Reynolds 01732 866372.
St Andrew’s  Spring Fair.  The Fair will be on Saturday, 30th April 12-2 
pm.  Bouncy Castle, beer tent, BBQ, cakes, raffle, tombola and much 
more.
The Queen’s 90th Birthday.  The Chart  will be celebrating Her Majesty’s 
birthday in style with a party on Saturday, 11th June.  At the Carpenter’s 
Arms and Tally Road from noon onwards, stalls and stands, BBQ, 
homemade produce, dog show, bottle tombola, sweet  tombola, cream tea 
and cakes, ‘Queen’  fancy dress and a DJ for dancing into the evening. 
See page 60.
St Andrew’s Flower Festival.  90 Glorious Years – 10th, 11th and 12th 
June.
Wednesday Group - meetings in St Andrew’s Hall 8 pm.
6th April         AGM
9th May          Vision of Glory – Nepal culture, scenery and people
1st June          House of Commons – behind the scenes

and past events….

St Andrew’s  Bridge Drive.  St Andrew’s organised their Bridge drive at 
Crockham Hill on Friday, 19th February.  As usual it was very successful;  
full house, run smoothly by Melanie Calver ,and a very good tea provided 
by Brenda Pottle, Christine Lawrance and the admirable St Andrew’s 
team of ladies.  The afternoon raised £1078 for the church.

Cancer Research UK.  Our local branch raised over £26,000 last  year.  
All the money will be donated to the Crick Institute, the new biomedical 
research centre in London.  The committee would like to thank everyone 
who has supported them throughout the year.
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H20 PLUMBING
General Plumbing Services

Alterations
Bathroom Installations

No Job too small

Free Quotes
City & Guild Trained

Call Richard

Tel: 01883 712523
Mobile 07876 450420
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Custom Interiors by Morag 

x Handmade curtains and blinds to 
the highest quality finish 

x Designer cushions and throws to 
compliment and lift your existing 
scheme 

x Help with your fabric selection and 
a full interior design service to 
give you the look you’ll love 

x Full decorating service 
x Full and part project management 

for house renovations, extensions 
and room updates 

Full and part  

Tel No.  
01883 722283 

     Chardleigh Cottage, Paines Hill, Limpsfield, Surrey RH8 0RG 

Tel No. 
01883 
722283 
Mobile 

0777 394 
0422 

www.mora
g-

interiors.
co.uk  
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NT: Lead Ranger’s Report

If you had visited Limpsfield Common seventy five years ago or so, it  
would have looked very different. There were many more open areas of 
heathland and a lot less secondary woodland. This was particularly true 
with the golf course, then very much a heathland course. As animals no 
longer grazed and timber was no longer felled for firewood, the open 
areas of heathland slowly disappeared. Woodland  and scrub took over!  

The increase in woodland around the golf course has altered it in a  
number of ways.  Some may say that  the increase in trees around the edge 
of the course has improved it by making it  more challenging, but others 
that the trees have started to have a detrimental effect, shading out the 
greens and tees making it harder to manage these areas to a high standard. 
Over the last  year or so the National Trust volunteers have been working 
closely with the golf club and their green keepers, to reduce the number of 
trees and open up the area.  Look next to the golf course in Ridlands 
Grove which had a dense expanse of holly separating the course from the 
woodland. Now there are far reaching views from the golf course through 
the woodland and vice versa. By opening up the woodland it has also 
greatly improved the light and air flow on and over the greens and tees 
which has helped to improve the condition of them. 

Now the volunteers have ventured up to the 8th Green and 9th Tee where 
the surrounding woodland was really starting to encroach onto the golf 
course, having a real detrimental effect  on it. The Tee in particular was 
suffering with the lack of grass growing on it  while the green struggled to 
dry out  in wetter conditions.  The main objective for the volunteers was to 
to improve the light and airflow as well as to reopen the views that had 
been lost many years ago. There was the need to fell a number of larger 
oak trees which some people were, quite understandably, concerned 
about, but these trees were tightly growing with other better quality oak 
trees and the health of them was suffering. By removing the less healthy 
ones those remaining  should have a much better chance to grow into nice 
mature oaks.  The more open aspect should hopefully also encourage the 
return of heather to this area. The work has not only generated lots of 
positive comments from users of the golf course but  we have also 
received positive comments from other users of the common. 

Mark Richards 07770 887679
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MP’s 
Alert: 

don’t get 
caught out 
by hidden 

crime
Financial scams are the 
most  truly harrowing 
form of hidden crime in 
our community.

As the MP for East  Surrey 
I have seen first-hand how 

horrifying the impact  can be when, in 2014, I was approached by a 
couple from Godstone defrauded out of £40,000 through a telephone 
scam.  This particular scam relied on a technique known as ‘phishing’ in 
which fraudsters can stay on the line to intercept subsequent  calls after 
the victim has hung up.

Unfortunately, this is just  one of an ever increasing range of 
sophisticated scams that can lead to financial ruin.  They are often 
targeted at older households, with 70% of over-55s having received a 
scam email and 36% a scam call, although younger people can be 
approached too.

After a hard fought battle, I was relieved to be able to help the couple 
get their money back.  However, I know from the experience of other 
MPs that it  is often extremely difficult to recover money once it has 
been lost.  With this in mind, I would encourage everyone to be vigilant, 
and I hope that the following tips (by no means an exhaustive list) are 
helpful.
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THE CARPENTERS ARMS
LIMPSFIELD CHART

Dale and his team welcome you to 
our friendly village pub and 
restaurant  serving delicious home 
cooked food. 

Please send us your views if you 
think we could do better or join our 
friends mailing list by emailing:
carpenters@westerham brewery.co.uk

1.   Your bank will never email you asking for personal information.
2.   Your bank will never ask you to transfer your money to a ‘safe 
account’.
3.    Your bank will never ask you for your PIN, and will only ever ask 
you for part of other personal information, such as the first and fifth 
letters of your password.
4.    If you are worried about  a phone call, always call the bank from a 
different  phone line, or if you cannot do this, wait at  least five minutes 
before making another call.
 5.   If  you are caught out, report  it!  Do not be embarrassed – by 
reporting the scam you may be able to recover your money or help 
prevent others falling victim.

Further information and links are available on my website at 
www.samgyimah.com.

Sam Gyimah MP

http:carpenterslimpsfield.co.uk

http://www.samgyimah.com
http://www.samgyimah.com
http:carpenterslimpsfield.co.uk
http:carpenterslimpsfield.co.uk
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ST ANDREW’S CHURCH DIARY
 March 2016 – June 2016

St Andrew’s is here as a centre of Christian worship and to serve its locality. 
Please do contact  the Minister in Charge, Revd Wendy Harvey, or Revd Ruth 
Rainbird about baptisms, weddings, funerals or other matters.

REGULAR SERVICES
Sundays    8 am Said Eucharist            10 am  Sung Eucharist with hymns. 
 Children and families are welcome every Sunday but on the first Sunday in 
the month the service is especially for them.  There are always activities at the 
back of the Church for the children.
Monday 6 - 6.45 pm Meditation Group
Wednesday 9 am Morning Prayer

CHILDREN’S CHURCH
Mondays 21st March, 25th April, 23rd May, 27th June 3.30 - 4.30. There are 
activities, fun, games and refreshments in the hall, stories and songs in the 
Church.  This is for children and toddlers up to 10 years with their parents 

                                          EASTER SERVICES
Sunday 20 March 10am                   Palm Sunday
Monday 21st March   8pm        Stations of the Cross, St Mary's
Tuesday 22nd March  8pm        Service of healing and wholeness, St Peter's
Wednesday 23rd March 8pm    Tenebrae Service , St Andrew’s
Thursday 24th March 7pm         Passover supper at St Andrew’s
Good Friday 10am   Service at St Andrew’s 
  2pm               Liturgy at St Peters  
Easter Sunday  8am & 10am     Services St Andrew’s

EVENTS
Coffee morning in St Andrew’s House 10.30 – 12 noon

Tuesday 5th April, 3rd May, 7th June
Spring Fair Saturday 30th April 12 noon to 2pm

Flower Festival 10th, 11th, 12th June
Cricket Match Sunday 26th June

Sunday 10th April at 11.15 Meeting of the Parishioners followed by the 
Annual Parochial Church Meeting, St Andrew’s Hall. 
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                                WHO’S WHO AT ST ANDREW’S 

Minister in Charge Revd	Wendy	Harvey 723153

Honorary Curate Revd Gerald South 01959 577598

Honorary Curate Revd Ruth Rainbird 713683

Church Wardens Gareth Morgan 07764 187 717

Eileen Perryer 712086

Treasurer Melanie Calver 714196

PCC Secretary Brenda Pottle 715980

Sacristan Ann Fletcher 713888

Electoral Roll Officer Brenda Pottle 715980

Organists Jim Cessford
Mary McGregor
Brenda Pottle
Tony Wiltshire

717100
723257
715980
01959 524887

Choir Shanie Kirkwood 722107

Safeguarding Officer Paul Calver 714196

Health & Safety Officer Bruce Buckingham 01732 864276

Captain of Bells Ian Day 01959 561691

Church Cleaning Brenda Pottle 715980

Church Flowers Shanie Kirkwood 722107

Church Garden Bruce Buckingham 01732 864276

Good Neighbours
Organisers

Elizabeth Roberts
Ann Fletcher

722369
713888

St Andrew’s Hall
Bookings

Lorna Tooth
lornathursfield@yahoo.co.uk

730310

Team Rector Fr James Percival 712512
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Priest’s Letter

What  are your goals, your aims in life?  If they are to make a lot of 
money, I can’t help you much there. If it  is hope for a good outcome for 
yourself and humankind, I have a suggestion for you.   There is basically 
only one person you can change in life but that one person can affect 
everyone around and ultimately the world.  My suggestion is that you let 
hope and happiness become a habit.  Sometimes it is very easy to become 
critical of all politicians, leaders of industry, leaders of any description, 
and the world situation in general.  But that could be dangerous.  

I am not suggesting that you suspend your critical faculties but  rather 
develop the habit  of a positive view of life, so that hope, and then 
happiness, become an acquired habit  of thinking, become eventually 
second nature to you. For example, you might believe that some person is 
behaving badly towards you.  Why not  see what  happens if you just let 
that go and treat them extremely well instead. You might try imaging 
good outcomes to situations and working towards them.  You might  try 
living in the present, being mindful of what you eat, see, hear, how you 
move.  Nurture yourself, be kind to yourself and feel the energy surging 
up from within just when you sit  still and breathe in and out. It  will 
require practice and self-discipline, not to let yourself criticise others, to 
catch yourself when you are saying something negative and turn it 
around.  It’s not a new idea.  Thomas Aquinas called it   ‘a movement of 
the appetite towards some difficult  good’.  We can train our appetites to 
become naturally inclined to hopefulness and contentment.

Now is a good time to be positive, with green buds bursting, flowers 
dancing to the tune of the breeze, birds making new homes together.   
And there are lots of events to look forward to on the Chart;  the Queen’s 
90th Birthday Celebrations and Flower Festival, the Spring Fair, the Chart 
cricket  match, coffee mornings, the chance to share the bread of life every 
Sunday. Come and join in, help and be part of all of these.

So go on, start  practising being hopeful, being happy.  And if all this 
annoys you beyond measure and you need to talk to someone, ring me up 
and talk to me.  Happy Easter everyone

Wendy Harvey (723153)
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To 
ADVERTISE 

in the 
Chart Newsletter 

please contact David Claridge 
 01883 715961 or email 

davidwalsh725@hotmail.com

This half page only costs

£50
for four issues

Quarter and full pages  pro rata
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From one church to another
It is sad when a church closes, but  it is inevitable as the numbers of people 
going to church diminishes. Better by far  that  redundant churches remain 
as useful buildings in the community rather than fall into ruin. And so it  was 
with St. Silvan’s, in Staffhurst Wood, which has now been sold with 
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permission to turn it  into a private dwelling.  Before it was sold, the 
congregation of St. Silvan’s unanimously and generously offered their 
Good Shepherd stained glass window to St. Andrew’s. The panel was 
transferred and re-dedicated on Christmas Day last year, and now proudly 
stands on the window sill of the first  window to the right of the church 
door.  When the sun shines it glows with a splendid golden aura.

At the re-dedication, Wendy Harvey gave a moving explanation of her 
feelings for its images – a calm thoughtful face with gentle eyes, gentle 
hands, one holding the staff and the other, the hand of blessing, on the 
shepherd’s heart and the feet of the lamb on his shoulders.  The sheep 
which surround him are looking up at  their wise and gentle protector.  The 
panel merits individual study.

The history of the glass is mysterious but the brass plate clearly states 
‘This window was painted and presented to the Church by Mrs N M Wood 
of Black Robins Farm and dedicated on the 20th December 1931’.  Mr and 
Mrs Wood had bought  Black Robins from the Titsey Estate in 1922 and 
stayed there until 1956 when they sold to Arthur Cheal.  Sadly he died 
after only three years and the farm passed on to the present owners, Mr 
and  Mrs John Garner in 1959.  Black Robins still has a number  of glass 
panels which Mrs Wood painted, depicting farming and country scenes 
even today.  The Woods had been hoteliers in London before moving to 
the farm and one can only speculate whether their hotel also had examples 
of her work! The four individual panels which make up the whole were 
originally installed in the large south window of St Silvan’s above the spot 
where the organ used to be before the chapel’s alteration.  In 1975 the 
work to create living quarters was undertaken and they were removed and 
placed in a box.  It  was probably forgotten about  for a while until 
Margaret Tawse, Pat  Webber and probably Pat Galloway, the faithful 
organist at the time, were tidying up the chapel during one interregnum.  
Margaret’s husband, Andrew, undertook to make a metal frame for the 
reset  glass and also hung the whole thing, with a back lighter, over the 
organ in the chapel’s north western corner.  There it  stayed until its move 
to St Andrew’s in late 2014.

The congregation of St Silvan’s arranged for the original frame to be 
adapted with braces at the top corners and curly feet  at the bottom which 
were fixed firmly to the stone mullions and window sill on installation.  
The feet were designed to reflect  those of the candlesticks which Brenda 
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Pottle had presented in memory of her husband.  Brenda also commissioned 
another candlestick which stands below the Good Shepherd today.  The iron 
work was undertaken by Henry Rogers whose family had been part of the St 
Silvan’s community for some years.

The stained glass was reset  and cleaned at Chapel Studios, Hunton Bridge 
near Kings Langley.  Bob Holloway, the proprietor and a Liveryman of the 
Worshipful Company of Glaziers and Painters of Glass, generously arranged 
for this work.  In fact he asked an apprentice, Julien Papillon, who had been 
placed with him by the Glaziers Company, to do everything.  Julien became 
so attached to it that  he even drove from Chapel Studios around the M25 at 
just 50 mph as he did not want his work to be bumped about!

Stephen Shaw

A really wet winter
Or was it?  I certainly thought so and most folk did too.  Of course there is no 
question but that it was indeed wet almost without precedent in the north of 
England and parts of Scotland, yet the data for our area suggest something rather 
different.  The chart shows that for the last three months 

of 2015, the total rainfall was nearly a tenth below average.  Only in January did we 
have consistently higher rainfall.  So why do we have this perception of a horribly 
wet winter?   Perhaps it was because even when we had rather little rain, we had 
seemingly day after day of gloom and drizzle – it just felt like a very wet time!  
And no doubt the constant media reporting of rain and floods elsewhere 
conditioned our thinking.  
PJO
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DOG	WALKING

Reliable 	and	friendly	 sports 	fit	 local	
lady	 who	loves	dogs:	 I	 take	canine	
friends	for	an	hour	to	an	hour	and	a	
half	 brisk	 walks,	 or	 for	 energeRc	
younger	dogs,	runs	of	7	or	8	miles	–	
any	day	by	mutual	arrangement.	

Overnight	 stays 	 –	 with	 a	 secure	
walled	 garden,	 this 	 is 	 a	 more	
homely	 and	 friendly	 environment	
than	tradiRonal	kennels.

Call	07880	632184			Email:	
edgies6@yahoo.co.uk

The White House Gallery

Friendly bespoke picture framing service

47 London Road, Westerham, TN16 1BB

01959 562 788

Tue - Fri 09:00 - 17:00, Sat 09.30 - 16.00

Freelance mobile
HAIRDRESSER

with over 15 years’ experience
Cut and blowdrys

Hair ups
Creative colours to highlites

www.nuska.co.uk
07956447132
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Limpsfield Chart
Toddler Group 

St	Andrews	Church	Hall
Limps:ield	Chart

Thurs	9.30-11.30am
Ideal	for	babies	to	4		years

Toys,	baby	area,	crafts,	song	
time.

Just	come	along	on	the	day,	have	
a	cuppa	and	a	friendly	chat	and	
meet	other	mums	and	carers.

ARNOLD HEIJMER

CLOCKMAKER
B.H.I. Qualified horologist,est. 27 yrs

REPAIR & RESTORATION OF
Clocks and Barometers

      Wheel and pinions made
       Dials restored
       All work guaranteed
       Free estimates

LIMPSFIELD CHART
01883 722257

CONFIDENTIAL 
COUNSELLING

CAROL WICKHAM MBACP
Integrative and Bereavement 

Counsellor

Anger, Anxiety, Bereavement and 
Loss, Depression, Eating Disorders, 

low Self-Esteem, Isolation, 
Loneliness, Infertility,

Miscarriage, Stress

For further information 
without commitment

07507 602744

or via Ingeledale Therapy Centre 
01883 717277

Email:carol.wickham@btinternet.com
www.carolwickhamcounselling.co.uk

Chiropodist
Kim Sullivan

SRN RMN

Professional friendly service
in your home

01883 723412
Are your feet complaining?

Give them a treat, 
they deserve it!

mailto:carol.wickham@btinternet.co.uk
mailto:carol.wickham@btinternet.co.uk
http://www.carolwickhamcounselling.co.uk
http://www.carolwickhamcounselling.co.uk
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Our Parish Council
Did you know that each member of the Parish Council has a 
particular area of responsibility?  For instance, if you are out 
walking and find a footpath blocked you should contact Michael 
Bruning.  The list below gives the contact  details and 
responsibility of every Councillor.

Philip Bailey   Neighbourhood Plan
01883 716066
pbaileyLPC@theisensecurities.com
Michael Bruning  Rights of Way
01883 722363
Michael.bruning@gmail.com
Bernard de Haldevang  Publicity
07770 532 343
LPC.de.Haldevang@gmail.com
Robert Harvey   Chairman
01883 715558
bob@xulonpanels.co.uk
Martin Hogbin   Parish Property
01883 715828
martin001@hogbin.org
Osmund Stuart Lee   Planning
01883 732132
OStuartLeeLPC@gmail.com
John Thompson   Highways
01883 717226
fencotpark@btinternet.com
Anthony Turner  Planning & Parish Council 
Garden
01883 723737 (day) 714753 (evening)
wildshaw@talk21.com
Mark Wilson   Finance
01883 717247
Maw1002003@yayoo.com
Clerk:    Mrs Ros Munday
01342 833540
clerk@limpsfield.org

mailto:pbaileyLPC@theisensecurities.com
mailto:pbaileyLPC@theisensecurities.com
mailto:Michael.bruning@gmail.com
mailto:Michael.bruning@gmail.com
mailto:LPC.de.Haldevang@gmail.com
mailto:LPC.de.Haldevang@gmail.com
mailto:bob@xulonpanels.co.uk
mailto:bob@xulonpanels.co.uk
mailto:martin001@hogbin.org
mailto:martin001@hogbin.org
mailto:OStuartLeeLPC@gmail.com
mailto:OStuartLeeLPC@gmail.com
mailto:fencotpark@btinternet.com
mailto:fencotpark@btinternet.com
mailto:wildshaw@talk21.com
mailto:wildshaw@talk21.com
mailto:Maw1002003@yayoo.com
mailto:Maw1002003@yayoo.com
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What  do you do when brambles and nettles take over large areas.  These 
rampant invaders become more visible in winter. One of my earliest 
gardening memories is of pulling brambles for pocket  money and earning 
myself many thorns in my hands as they seemed to work their way through 
whatever gloves I tried.  There was no denying the pleasure of that sound 
though.  The wrenching sound as you loosened the roots in the still 
tractable autumn soil.  It  often took several goes with a fork at different 
angles, but  then out it  came like an octopus trying to wrap its tentacles 
around me.  I would fold it up and wind the thin ends round and round until 
it was a bundle, ready for the bonfire.

In my mother’s garden, another way has been discovered - two equine 
hoovers.  Donkeys, that  is.  They devour brambles, nettles and woody 
weeds, or at least de-barks the latter and seriously weakens them.  
Everything was laid bare, neatly up to the area they can reach through the 
fence. It was scorched earth by donkey. This was a surprise, as none of our 
previous donkeys had touched nettles and brambles.   Unfortunately, they 
have also devoured the post  and rail fence. It’s as if grass alone is 
insufficient, some roughage in the form of bark is also required.  That said, 
as long as we can keep them in, they are a valuable addition to the garden, 

And everything is laid bare....
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providing a good supply of manure.  I need hardly add that they are good 
companions too, constantly looking to see what my mother is up to, and 
making quite sure she knows it is time for their feed of hay.  

Goats are another possibility. A risky one perhaps, although I am reliably 
informed that they don’t  eat apple trees.  You do have to cut material first 
and give it to them, which possibly defeats the object of the exercise.  Does 
anyone on the chart have experiences to share of goats?

What  about weedkillers?  Bramble that has gone woody is hard to spray.  
The old foliage resists chemicals and is wasted on them.  Better to cut 
them to the ankles, wait for new growth and spray that  with a brushwood 
killer such as SBK or Roundup Rootkill.  It  may take more than one spray 
to finish the job.

Ivy is a tough customer too.  Handle with care as it  can cause a rash and 
the dust can irritate when inhaled.  If it  is against a wall or fence, find the 
main root  of ivy which can be as thick as your wrist and saw through it.  
Take out a chunk of at least  4 inches.  Put SBK on the cut  stub.  Leave the 
top growth where it  is until it  has dried out  and begins to fall off.  This also 
prevents too much mortar coming with it.

Wetter winters such as we have just  experienced, bring with them 
particular problems.  Grass paths become a muddy mess and borders are 
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too saturated to work on.  Paved paths also require maintenance, as they 
become slippery with algae and moss.  Maintain the access, (Jeyes fluid 
and a hard broom) because the winter spectacle is worth it.  If you don’t 
have good access, consider making good now, although the image of 
skating to the garden shed is briefly amusing, so long as one doesn’t  crash 
into the glass house on the way.

Another issue is the increase in fungal diseases, which are becoming 
harder to rectify with anything off the shelf. If you have a Box hedge, for 
instance, that has dieback, leaf spots and bare patches, it is likely to be Box 
Blight.  Poor drainage, lack of air circulation and excessive rain increase 
the blight.  There is now good advice on how to tackle the problem both 
with fungicides and better cultural treatment, mulching with mushroom 
compost and brushing the plants to remove spotted leaves.  In other words, 
it is not always necessary to remove the hedge and plant something else.

Finally, still on the damp theme, if you are looking for something other 
than a willow for that  damp area, why not try a Ninebark (Physocarpus), so 
named for its peeling bark when mature.  It  is a deciduous shrub for neutral 
to acid moist  soil, with attractive foliage and creamy flowers in June. It 
colours up well in autumn and I know it to be a thirsty individual.  It 
comes in several colours, more well known are the dark foliaged ones, 
‘Diablo’ and ‘Diable d’or’ with dark purple/red foliage.  Look out for the 
relatively new form named for the Queen’s Jubilee, ‘Amber Jubilee’, 
which has gorgeous salmon orange foliage which matures to green during 
the year.  Be sure to plant  them where the sunlight  can shine through them 
for best effect.  

Emily Tawse  
Send any of your gardening queries to Emily at gardeneye@outlook.com.

Flower Arrangers

She that would have posies, is a sore trial to the 
good husband in his garden.

mailto:gardeneye@outlook.com
mailto:gardeneye@outlook.com
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The Chart Newsletter

The Chart Newsletter is published four times a year, in March, June, 
September and December.  550 copies are distributed free of charge to every 
household on the Chart, and copies are also available in the Carpenters Arms 
and the bookshop in Limpsfield.  We are always on the look out for news and 
articles.  Please email them to the Editor, Neil Mackay at 
mackay717@btinternet.com or ring 01883 723231.

Publishing Dates 2016
  Copy Date  Publishing Date
Summer             27th  May                       24th June
Autumn  4th September  25th September
Winter  20th November  4th December
Spring   26th February  11th March

Advertising costs for 4 issues:
Page £75 - Back cover £95 - ½ page £50 - Inside cover £85 -   ¼ page £25
Enquiries:  David Claridge - davidaclaridge1@gmail.com  01883 723231
Please mention The Chart Newsletter when replying to an advertisement.

mailto:mackay717@btinternet.com
mailto:mackay717@btinternet.com
mailto:davidaclaridge1@gmail.com
mailto:davidaclaridge1@gmail.com
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We all know that  black is the colour of death and has been so for centuries, 
so it  is perhaps unsurprising that big black birds, specifically Crows, are bad 
news.  After all, we all know that  they kill and eat all sorts of small creatures, 
but so do a lot of other birds. When I was growing up in South London, there 
were still some folk who, if they saw a Crow (scarce in London then) settle 
on a house, would lament  that a death there was imminent.  But why was 
black deemed to be the colour of death in the first place?  It’s all a bit 
confusing.  To work out  what has been going on over the centuries, we have 
to introduce the Raven.  Everyone knows the Raven, for they are a famous 
part of the heritage of the Tower of London and were once numerous in the 
City of London and over much of the rest of the UK.  In recent centuries 

A touch of Folklore?
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07855 894426 / 01883 715856 

Cameron  

Building and Landscaping Services Ltd 

 

All aspects of general building / landscaping undertaken including: 
 

kitchens  ▪  bathrooms  ▪  plumbing  ▪  tiling  ▪  joinery  
▪  plastering  ▪  flooring  ▪  patios  ▪  driveways  ▪  

brickwork  ▪  fencing  ▪  turfing  ▪  paving  ▪  property 
maintenance  ▪  renovation   ▪  and much more. 

Registered and fully Insured  
 

Free quotations and advice 

~  Tidy, friendly and reliable service 
 

~   Portfolio and references available 

www.cameronservices.co.uk 
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they were wiped out  by persecution over southern and eastern Britain, but 
more recently they have started to increase again and are now beginning to 
occur in our area, though so far as I am aware they have yet to nest in the 
district.   But  there seems little doubt that in a few years we will become 
familiar with this even larger all black bird and, although we may not 
realise it, one with an even blacker reputation than the Crow.  As we shall 
see though, it has something of a split personality when it  comes to 
folklore!

While Ravens will eat almost anything they can find, by nature they share 
the same predilection for carrion as do vultures.  They occur over pretty 
much the whole of the northern part of the northern hemisphere and their 
speciality is to follow herds of big game and take advantage of the carrion 
left  by wolves which feed on the game.  (Other species of Raven follow a 
similar strategy accompanying big game and its predators in Africa.)  For a 
Raven, it  is a natural step to follow armies of warring humans, in 
anticipation of the potential feast from deaths sustained in battles.  And for 
man, it  is a natural step, therefore to associate Ravens with death.  There is 
evidence of this association from the earliest times, most  famously in one 
of the scenes in the caves at  Lascaux, where a Raven-like bird is depicted 
next  to a dying man.  There is also contemporary evidence that people 
knew all about Ravens’ association with battles, for both Vikings and 
William the Conqueror were said to have had Raven Standards with them 
when they went  into battle.  There are plenty of references linking Ravens 
with death in English literature and it  is perhaps a logical extension to 
assume that  such a creature can also foretell death, as when Shakespeare 
wrote in Macbeth the Raven “croaks the fatal entrance of Duncan”.  In both 
Europe and Africa Ravens were widely thought to portend death and it  is 
easy to imagine such predictive powers being attributed also to a smaller, 
but still notably large black bird, the Crow.  So perhaps my childhood 
memories of such powers are not so surprising.

Perhaps too, it is not surprising that creatures with such abilities were 
thought  to have mythical powers and were revered.  This was especially 
true of Indians from the north-west of North America, where it  was widely 
sanctified as a power for good.  Even in Britain it  enjoyed a mixed 
reputation, as exemplified by the Ravens in the Tower.  The story goes that 
after the Fire of London, Ravens, which were already common, became 
much more numerous as a result  of the large number of corpses due to 
deaths from the Fire and which the authorities were unable to cope with.  
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They became so numerous that  the order was given to exterminate them.  
But  the King was advised that  if none were left, his palace would be turned 
to dust and a disaster would befall the country.  So a few were kept and, it 
seems, were not ascribed with malevolent powers!

So if Ravens become established in this area, what  can we expect  – good or 
evil?  It  rather depends on your outlook.  In the absence of big game and 
their predators, Ravens, like Crows, will feed on any available animals as 
well as on seeds, nuts, fruit and pretty much anything that comes their way.  
That would undoubtedly include dead lambs or sheep.  I am not  aware of 
any evidence that  they kill healthy lambs, though they will certainly attack 
sick or injured animals and will readily take pheasants from rearing pens, if 
these are not  securely housed.  Just  because they are big and black, however, 
does not seem to be a good reason to think they are bad news and since, like 
a lot of other people, I have heard Ravens croaking around here (and seen 
plenty of Crows perched on houses) I think we can safely forget their 
supposed predictive powers, good or evil.  And just to reassure you, they are 
most unlikely ever to become anything like as numerous as Crows.  The 
availability of suitable habitat  and food supplies would simply not support a 
large population.

Peter Oliver

Ravens, much larger than Crows, with a distinctive 
wedge-shaped tail and deep ‘cronk’ call, are becoming 
more regular in this area and seem likely to breed here 
in the not too distant future.
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Knowles Stained Glassworks Ltd
(formerly Godstone Glass)

Studio 20 Kelsey Close, Horley, Surrey. RH6 
8RF

Tel 01342 893351
07807699781

knowles-stainedglassworks@hotmail.co.uk
www.knowlesstainedglassworks.co.uk

Come and spend a happy and worthwhile morning at

THE WOODHOUSE CENTRE
Charity No 262608

Hoskins Road, Oxted

Learn new skills or perfect old ones under expert guidance, 
free of charge, in bright, friendly and informal surroundings.

We specialise in

Chair reseating in cane, seagrass or upholstery,
Needlecrafts, Sewing, Knitting,

Packaging, Remembrance Day Poppies, etc

Come as often as you like.
We may be able to arrange transport form you.

Do pop in - you can be sure of a friendly welcome.

Contact Dee Graham (01883 715189) for more information.
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WOODSTONE  LANDSCAPING 
!

                 07879%028%988                               01883%722%589%%%
 

 

LANDSCAPING DESIGN, 

CONSTRUCTION & MAINTENANCE%

%

WWW.WOODSTONELANDSCAPING.CO.UK%

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

All%aspects%of%hard%landscaping%and%garden%maintenance%provided%

 

PLATINUM PLUMBING

Your friendly and reliable local plumber

- From dripping taps to complete bathrooms
- Free estimates
- City & Guilds qualified
- Fully insured
- DIY jobs rescued
- No call out charge
- Clean & tidy work

Andrew Barter B.Sc.
01959 562784   07891 782727
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The Chart Interview  - 
a new series
           Nigel Bland
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The image of the Chart  as no country for young men is belied by the 
success of Limpsfield Chart Cricket  Club in providing cricket for a large 
number of youngsters. I met with its chairman, Nigel Bland, on a cold 
January evening and he told me of heartening developments to ensure the 
future of cricket on the Chart, including pre-season coaching starting that 
very week at Hazelwood School for the flourishing colts’ section.

Nigel is the kind of dedicated enthusiast which every club needs. Yet he 
only played three games of cricket  before his fortieth birthday. He was a 
talented young violinist who had to choose between sport  and music at the 
age of fourteen in his Lancashire school. Music won out and he had some 
ambition to be a professional violinist, but  chose maths at  university 
instead. He watched plenty of cricket  as his accountancy career developed, 
but it  was not  until he moved to Oxted that  he decided to resurrect his 
limited playing career. He joined Limpsfield Cricket  Club and then moved 
to Limpsfield Chart CC when the former merged with Oxted. He plays on 
Saturdays and Sundays (he took his first five wicket  haul in 2015), but  his 
real gift  has been in coaching, energising and organising, spurred on by a 
son who has come to enjoy the game.

Limpsfield Chart CC started around 1900. Its ground on the Chart, formerly 
part of the Titsey estate, is leased from the National Trust. The club has to 
maintain the ground and their clubhouse, which was re-built  in the 1990s 
and has again been refurbished in 2010 at  a cost of about  £20,000, no mean 
fund-raising effort  for a small club. The soul of the club lies in those who 
willingly turn out each weekend and perform all kinds of tasks to keep the 
club going, especially Ollie Blake who maintains the ground and wicket.

The divergent  paths of Limpsfield CC and Limpsfield Chart  CC are 
instructive. The former, very successful for a long time, came to rely too 
heavily on players coming from outside the local area, and eventually found 
itself unable to raise sides, driving it  into a merger with Oxted. Limpsfield 
Chart CC has stronger local roots and has survived and prospered through a 
period when many cricket  clubs are struggling to raise teams, a general 
decline sometimes blamed on the absence of cricket  from terrestrial 
television. 

Limpsfield Chart CC runs two Saturday teams in the Kent  Village League 
(geography determined that choice), and a Sunday team which plays 
friendlies against  local clubs, all of them half day games. Most  of the adult 
players are local. The most distinguished current  club player is Roger 
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Maynard who recently scored an ‘Ashes’ hundred for ‘England over 70s’ 
against Australia. 

What  has been the making of the club has been the colts’ section started by 
Nigel in 2009. He became aware that Oxted could not provide enough 
cricket  for all the youngsters who turned up to their coaching sessions, so 
he resolved to do something on the Chart. He will field two new colts’ 
teams this year (under twelves and under sixteens) to play regular fixtures 
against local clubs and has organised tours in three of the last  four years to 
places like the Isle of Wight. This year there is a tour to Norfolk. In 2011 
the under elevens reached the final of the East Surrey Cup, a tremendous 
achievement. The club provides both cricket kit  and proper coaching. A few 
years ago Nigel persuaded a friend to go on an England Cricket Board 
coaching course and they are both now level two coaches, well qualified to 
coach at this level. 

Nigel is very much an optimist on the future of village cricket, not least 
because ‘only the optimistic survive’. The club’s twenty-seven adult 
members are outnumbered by the thirty-five colts, and here is the key 

MG	Build	

Crockham	Hill

‘Your	local	builder’
ü 25	years	experience
ü Compe88vely	Priced
ü Most	types	of	work	undertaken

o Extensions
o LoB	conversions
o Bathrooms	/	Wet	rooms	/	Kitchens

	 01732	865	066/	0755	264254
	 	 www.mgbuild.net
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reason for optimism. Since there is only a limited amount  of organised 
cricket  at Oxted School, those living in the area not attending an 
independent  school are dependent on the clubs to be coached and to play 
games of cricket. 

There are challenges for the future. There is a constant  need to find local 
people willing to become involved, especially coaching the young. Nigel 
himself, as well as being chairman, player, and colts’ organiser, also acts as 
child protection officer. Money is always a challenge too. The club 
finances its ground maintenance largely from member subscriptions and 
there is not  much left over at the end of the season. They would like to 
build a permanent net facility on the ground, but  this will cost nearly 
£20,000. The most important matter however is to ensure a constant flow 
of new players into the colts’ section. If only a few of those colts become 
adult  players for the club, its health will be assured and cricketers will have 
been captured for life. 

The general life of the Chart  benefits hugely from having a thriving cricket 
club in its midst. It becomes a focus for the young and preserves a tradition 
much in keeping with the wider history of the area as a nursery of the early 
game. The cricket  club deserves the support  of its community but has 
plenty of energy and commitment to secure its own future. On 26 June the 
club is organising an all-day festival of cricket with teams from the club, 
from the Titsey estate and from the church. It  is hard to think of any three 
bodies more redolent of the history and spirit  of the Chart, so put the date 
in your diaries and come and give them encouragement.

David Walsh

Pests in the Garden

If it moves slowly, step on it;   if it doesn’t leave it, it will 
probably kill something else.

Mole Hills

Gerard, the 16th century herbalist, advises the placing of 
garlic in the mouth of a mole’s run “and you see him run 
out astonished”.   I did and it didn’t.  Perhaps I didn’t wait 
long enough.
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FREE
FOR GOOD GARDENERS

THOROUGHBRED HORSE MANURE 

with virtually no straw, sawdust or shavings etc

 Collect from Limpsfield Chart, by wheel barrow or trailer, and take it home. 
It’s the best food available for your plants and flowers. 

You know it makes sense.
 0777 178 4322 .

DOGGIE DAY CARE

Does your dog need walking or looking after 
during the day? I offer a walk only or Day Care 
Service in a walled secure garden and 
overnight/holiday stays for dogs of all sizes.
Contact Antonia: edgies6@yahoo.co.uk or 
07880632184 by text message.
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41 YEARS OF CARING FOR YOUR CARS

SERVICE AND REPAIRS  TO ALL MAKES
BATTERIES
EXHAUSTS

TYRES
MOTS - PETROL AND DIESEL

FREE COLLECTION AND DELIVERY
01883 715779

OLD OXTED SERVICE STATION, HIGH STREET, OLD OXTED, SURREY RH8 9LN

LANGDALE 
LANDSCAPES

Ltd

Specialising in
Professional Garden Design & Construction

www.langdalelandscapes.co.uk
01732 700199

Company Reg No. 4151818
V.A.T Reg. No. 724747126
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Can I start  by saying I have a problem? I suffer from OCLD otherwise 
known as obsessive, compulsive, log disorder. I have had it  for over 40 
years now and it  isn’t  getting any better. Three of my children also suffer 
from the condition too, probably acquired from me! It started a long time 
ago when I purchased two log burning stoves and became hooked on the 
idea of heating our house with timber. It  involves hours of sawing, 
chopping, stacking, carrying, fire lighting and ash can emptying. I don’t 
know why I do it, it’s just that  I love the smell and feel of timber and the 
sense of primeval satisfaction that comes from working in the woods, the 
tactile handling of timber and the idea of heating a house with this most 
natural of fuels.

Some years ago I joined the National Trust Limpsfield Chart  Voluntary 
Task Force and soon realised that I was not alone in my love for logs and 
that there were others who shared my obsession for timber. One of our 
volunteers showed me a book he had been given for Christmas called 
“Norwegian Wood” by Lars Mytting. I tried not to show too much interest 
initially but  when he said that  I might like to read it  I eagerly accepted his 
invitation. I soon discovered that several other volunteers and friends had 
been given this book and that  it was chosen as BBC Radio 4’s Book of the 
Week over Christmas and had become a worldwide phenomenon with 

Norwegian Wood 
Tales of an obsession

Martin and his pile!
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300,000 copies sold in Norway alone. Shortly afterwards I purchased my 
own copy.

The book itself is very attractively bound and seems to feel and smell like 
wood. In order to really understand the writing and its context, you have to 
get into the mind set and psyche of the Scandinavians. The author does this 
in spade fulls describing how “over the course of a few thousand years of 
frost and suffering, a uniquely Nordic wood burning gene has evolved”. 
Historically, wood was the reason that  the Norwegian people were able to 
exist  in such northerly latitudes with temperatures often plummeting to -30c 
in winter. Wood is the mother of life and death and in the past  if a family 
ran short of wood they could freeze. If it ran out altogether they would die!

A short  poem at the start of the book by Hans Borli has a gentle evocative 
beauty and perhaps explains the relationship between timber, fire and 
Scandinavians. “The scent  of fresh wood is among the last  things you will 
forget when the veil falls”. “The scent of fresh white wood in the spring sap 
time: as though life itself walked by you with dew in its hair.”
 
Liberally scattered with colour pictures of logs, wood piles, stoves and 
forests, the book sets off at  an orderly and logical pace covering the forest, 
tools, chopping block, wood pile, seasoning, stoves and the fire itself.  
Some of the pictures of log piles are quite outstanding with all shapes and 
sizes shown including works of art  and a pile in the shape of a fish! For 
those who like detail, there is plenty of technical information about heat 
output from different  types of timber, performance data about stoves and 
research into minimising pollution with clean burn technology.

All these interesting facts and research are interspersed with very human 
comments and quotes that add a philosophical context to the subject. 
“Physical work creates a kind of spiritual peace”. “Once a log is split, the 
frustrations of the day disappear into the wood and from there into the 
stove”. He continues with “You know exactly where you are with a 
woodpile”. “Its share price doesn’t fall on the stock market, it  won’t rust, it 
won’t sue for divorce”. “It  just stands there and does one thing, it waits for 
winter”. “Everyman looks upon his woodpile with a kind of affection”. 
“The majestic result  of all your hard work”. “The sight of security itself” 
the book suggests. He even invokes folk law when stating that you can tell 
the character of a person by the quality of their woodpile. The Norwegians 
even have log stacking competitions and look at  their neighbour’s 
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CALLING ALL LIMPSFIELD CHART RESIDENTS

BY ROYAL INVITATION YOU ARE CORDIALLY INVITED TO 
CELEBRATE  HER MAJESTY QUEEN ELIZABETH’S 90TH 

BIRTHDAY CELEBRATIONS

WHEN: Saturday 11th June 2016

TIME 12.00 noon onwards

WHERE: The Carpenters Arms & Tally Road (with stalls and stands)

Come and join in the festivities for this remarkable celebration of our Queen 
Elizabeth II

The Carpenters will be opening their doors for this party. There will be lots 
of activities and games for adults and children alike. 

In addition there will be:

Optional fancy dress in the “Queen” theme  Dog Show

Delicious cakes and cream teas   Bottle Tombola

Sweet Tombola     Homemade produce

BBQ’d fayre      and much, much more

We will also be entertained by the one and only DJ Dave Black who will 
keep us dancing through the afternoon and into the evening.

So save the date on demand from the Queen and look out for more flyers 
around the village for additional information that will follow.

We will need a Queen’s army of helpers on the day so if you are interested 
in this please get in touch with either of the following Committee members:

Jackie Violet 07729 861 832    jackieviolet@talktalk.net

Marion Pye   07841 639 928    mpye@brownstonegate.com

mailto:jackieviolet@talktalk.net
mailto:jackieviolet@talktalk.net
mailto:mpye@brownstonegate.com
mailto:mpye@brownstonegate.com
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woodpiles with a kind of professional interest or even a sort of status 
symbol! 

I was relieved to know that  burning logs is carbon neutral and embraced by 
environmentalists. They consider it  to be a sustainable form of heating 
compared to fossil fuels. Apparently, burning logs releases the same 
amount of CO2 into the atmosphere as a rotting tree does. The CO2 
released into the atmosphere is absorbed by the growing forest. I was 
particularly struck by the section that  described how to minimise pollution 
and maximise efficient  heat. Mytting talks a lot about  modern clean burn 
stoves and the way to load and to control the airflow into your stove. I 
have implemented this technique myself to great effect.

I thoroughly enjoyed reading the book. It  shone a light  into the 
Scandinavian mind-set  and explained their affinity to wood and how it  is 
part of their history and culture. I learnt some very useful information 
about the relative merits of wood types, splitting logs, the methods of 
drying timber and most importantly the correct  way to burn wood on my 
log- burning stove. More importantly, I can now go about  my logging, 
chopping and stacking with a new kind of vigour safe in the knowledge 
that just 200 miles across the North Sea there is a whole nation that is even 
more committed and obsessed with wood. In a way it  makes me start to 
think that perhaps I just might be normal after all! 

I couldn’t possibly do justice to the wealth of information provided by this 
book, so if you want  to know why you put logs in your oven when your 
other half is out, how many Kilowatt hours you can get from a kilo of birch 
or what are the three phases of burning a log then you will have to 
purchase your own copy of “Norwegian Wood” by Lars Mytting. I 
wholeheartedly commend this book to you.

Martin Edser

Is not old wine wholesomest, old pippins toothsomest, 
old wood burn brightest, old linen wash whitest? Old 
soldiers, sweethearts, are surest, and old lovers are 
soundest.
                                Westward Hoe (1607) Act 2, Sc. 2
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PILATES CLASSES
at St. Andrew’s Church Hall

Exercise to change your life!
Improve your posture, strength and

flexibility, increase energy and vitality,
all while having fun.

Suitable for all ages and abilities.

SALLY GARDNER
01883 723345

Come and give it a try.

PENTLAND PROPERTIES
All building works, including

Extensions
Refurbishment

Orangeries
Loft conversions

Landscaping

References from satisfied customers available
01883 819 617
07958 590 426

5 Broadlands Drive, Warlingham, CR6 5HX
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It’s a combination of elements that make a great Estate Agent.

The sales and lettings teams at Howard Cundey have a proven
track record for achieving the best results for their clients.

11 offices in Surrey, Kent, Sussex and London.

Oxted Office
Residential Sales: 01883 712241
Lettings & Management: 01883 719101

howardcundey.com


